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D.A. Navoti is a poetic prose storyteller. He received fellowships from
Hugo House & Jackstraw Cultural Center, and residencies with The
Seventh Wave & Gullkistan: Center for Creativity. He was awarded a
CityArtist 2020 grant from the Seattle Office of Arts & Culture and
was a panelist judge for Seattle's Civic Poet in 2017. 
 
Co-creator of Fight For Our Lives, a performance series advocating
for communities targeted by divisive politics, Navoti writes about
artistic "wellness-ish-ness," or artistically living healthy (most times)
at www.navotiprose.com.
 
Forthcoming, Navoti was selected for the 2020 Media Tour with the
Washington State Wine Commission to write about wine & cuisine.
He'll also partake in the Bend Writers Workshop residency in spring
2020. 

tooting my own horn

www.navotiprose.com



100% = 4%*
Do the Math

Your acceptance rate will be, uhhh, humble. And
variables, unfortunately, include the quality of your
application, your competition, number of
submissions, the judge(s), the selection process,
etc. Control what you can (quality of your
application). 

                       *If you're lucky.

Accept

Input Output



Network IRL

Opportunities don't magically pop up online. Someone
curates them. And that someone might send a call for
submissions with you secretly in mind. Or not. Who knows.
But it doesn't hurt to build community. A friend might have
an ex who has a cousin who knows someone who might
need someone like you! I've earned publication
opportunities this way. Build your network by hosting a
craft-talk in your living room. Attend readings and
introduce yourself to other artists. Take a writing class.
Whatever you do, network IRL.

(In Real Life)
You

Your Next Opportunity

Your Friend

Your Friend's Ex Your Friend's Ex's Cousin

That One Guy



Welcome to The Internet, your virtual mall for window
shopping. Endless opportunities are posted on social media
for you to like, share, and apply for. You don’t need to be a
social media ”influencer” to window shop. Create accounts
on different platforms for the sole purpose of browsing an
hour a week. But buyer beware. Don’t get lost. Window shop
with purpose.

Window Shop
online



Brainstorm Like 

In Your 20s

I was a self-conscious 20-something-year-old & always
keen on impressing others. My hairdo had to be perfect,
my outfit just right (after trying, like, ten options), and my
"look" had to be “attractive”, my breath fresh, ears
cleaned, nose hairs tamed, blah blah blah. Brainstorm like
you're nervous for a first date by going overboard with all
the particulars in the application process. The benefit is
your senses are heightened (unrealistically, of course) but
temporarily.

part I

 You're Single



Journal Outside
Your Medium

Journal your thoughts,   doodles,   dreams,   opinions,
gossip, goals,  etc. in your artistic blind spots. If you’re a
poet, draw. If you’re a writer, sketch. If you’re a cartoonist,
pen some prose. Why? You’re building a catalogue to
reference when interested in a call for submissions, which
might fall outside your medium. So go hybrid. If the goal is
to wow judges, widen your skill set by being a two-trick,
three-trick, four-trick pony. And it starts by prancing
around in your journal freely.



“Show Your Work”

Leave crumb trails of your work online. Humans are innately
curious. Unless the submission process is blind, control how
others find you. Create a blog or website. Showcase your craft
on social media. Comment/converse in online dialogue (keep
it professional and on topic). But don’t try everything at once.
Start small. Good reputations are built incrementally. And
always showcase your work *first* and not your pet photos.
Ok, maybe a little is fine. Side note: Read Austin Kleon’s book
Show Your Work (2014) for ideas.

- Austin Kleon



Edit Like 
 

In Your 30s+
You're Single

Once I hit my 30s, I stopped caring what others thought of
my appearance. Instead, I focused nurturing my inner
worth. That's the joy of aging: vanity is replaced with
courage & wisdom. Edit your application with certainty
your work is needed in the world, because it is. Let your
confidence revise your application. Then let wisdom revise
it, too. Vanity is about masking flaws, while courage and
wisdom call out truth, warts and all (and then some). Don't
lower your worth; raise it.

part II



Whatever you
submit, it has to
be memorable
off the page, so
memorable that
your reader
thinks about you  
elsewhere. But
how? Boost your
application by
saying it...

Say It...

Differently

Better
Urgently Like U

Mean It

From
the ❤
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Celebrate Other
People's Wins

Statistically, your artistic community will strike gold more
than you. It's a bummer when a friend's application is
chosen over yours. Don't lose hope. Strengthen it. Invite
that friend to a cup of coffee to inquire about their
application. If they're comfortable sharing, have them
review their materials with you. Ask questions. Get
feedback on your own applications, too. But celebrate their
win because they've earned it.
 
 

(Pssst. One last thing. When the time comes
and you get your break, lift others as you level
up, as it makes it easier for those behind you.)



Curate Your Own
Opportunities

Want your own residency experience? Grab a few friends
for a weekend at a cabin. Need workshop help? Blast an
email and solicit leads. Or research community gatherings
in your area and participate. That's the key rule:
participate.
 
 
  

Residency & Fellowship Title Generator
Name of your first pet + the street you grew up on = 
The _______________________Fellowship or Residency!
(Mine is The Milo Granada Fellowship!)
 



Discover More!

Be well(ish) @
www.navotiprose.com

D.A. Navoti is a creative who advocates wellness-ish-ness
 (v): artistically living healthy (most times)

@ da.navoti

AGHHH
HH!

Help!!

Share this with a friend!


